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GENERAL SOURCES


William T. Sherman


MEMOIRS/LETTERS


**BRIEF ACCOUNTS**


**CIVIL WAR-General Sources**


William T. Sherman


Sturgis, Samuel D. The Other Side, as Viewed by Generals Grant, Sherman, and Other Distinguished Officers, Being a Defence of His Campaign into N.E. Mississippi in the Year 1864. Wash, DC, 1882. 16 p. E173.P18no202pam17.


1864-65 Campaigns-General


Campbell, Jacqueline G. “‘Terrible has been the Storm’: Sherman, the South and the Cultural Politics of Invasion.” PhD dss, Duke, 2000. 278 p. E476.69.C36.


-Atlanta


-Savannah


-Carolinas


See also:
-Bibliographies on specific campaigns/battles in Civil War-Battles.

SPECIAL ASPECTS/ANALYSIS

William T. Sherman


**PERSONAL NARRATIVES/VIEWS-UNION ARMY**

Bradley, George S.  *The Star Corps; or, Notes of an Army Chaplain, during Sherman's Famous "March to the Sea."* Milwaukee: Jermain & Brightman, 1865.  304 p.  E493.5.2d.3d.20thC8.


**SOUTHERN VIEWS**


**POSTWAR LIFE**


### COMMEMORATIVES


